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Apple updates
OS X El Capitan
to version 10.11.2

In the
News
• Apple Releases Itunes 12.3.2
For Mac Os X
Apple has updated its OS X
version of iTunes to 12.3.2. It
brings the desktop version of
Apple Music in line with the
recently released iOS 9.2
version of Apple Music.
This update allows you to see
works, composers, and
performers while browsing
Classical music in the Apple
Music catalog. It also
includes stability and
performance improvements.
iTunes 12.3.2 is available
now from the Updates tab of
the Mac App Store.



Improves reliability of Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, Handoff, and
AirDrop, and more
Roman Loyola | @pinatubo2000
Senior Editor, Macworld
pple on Tuesday released an update to OS X El
Capitan. Version 10.11.2 of the Mac operating
system includes several bug fixes and performance
enhancements.

A

According to Apple, the update includes the following:
• Improves Wi-Fi reliability
• Improves the reliability of Handoff and AirDrop
• Fixes an issue that may cause Bluetooth devices to disconnect
• Fixes an issue that prevented Mail from deleting messages in an offline Exchange account
• Fixes an issue that prevented importing photos from
an iPhone to a Mac using a USB cable
• Improves iCloud Photo Sharing for Live Photos
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• Access meeting related
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links.
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access solutions for your
Mac.
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Apple Maps wins over iPhone users,
despite early snafus
Google Maps gets a third of the use that Apple Maps does on iOS.
Caitlin McGarry | @Caitlin_McGarry
Staff Writer, Macworld

hree years after
Apple launched its
native Maps app to
disastrous result—
CEO Tim Cook
even issued an apology for the
catastrophe—iPhone owners are
returning to the built-in iOS app
in droves. Apple Maps is used
more on iPhones than chief rival
Google Maps.

T

sources, making its information
more reliable than ever.
Then in iOS 9, released in
September, Apple finally added
public transit directions. The new

Google Maps still reigns
supreme, because Apple Maps isn’t
available on Android devices. But if
Apple can win over iOS users with
accurate data, mass transit
directions, and tight integration

Apple Maps is now used
three times as often as Google
Maps, according to an
Associated Press report. The app
sees more than 5 billion requests
per week. ComScore figures back
up Apple’s claims.
That’s not too surprising,
given that Apple has the
advantage of preinstalling Maps
on iOS devices. But Apple still
had to drastically improve the
app and overcome negative
perceptions, like its notoriously
inaccurate directions and missing or
misplaced landmarks, and the
company accomplished both in the
last three years. Apple now pulls in
mapping data from some 3,000
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feature, which Google Maps has
long had, put the two apps on more
equal footing (though Google still
has street view imagery, offline
maps, and other features that Apple
lacks).

with other iOS apps (and Siri!),
then that’s a win for Apple—and for
you.
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Apple reportedly pushing iPhone 6s
through popup App Store ads
iPhone owners report seeing full-screen ads for the iPhone 6s appear in the iOS App Store app.
Nick Mediati | @dtnick
Macworld
opup ads are,
for better or
worse, a fact of
life on the
Internet. They
are not, however, something
you'd expect to see in the
App Store app for iOS. But
as 9to5Mac reported late last
week, Apple is apparently
using a popup ad in the App
Store to promote the iPhone
6s to owners of older devices.

As of this writing, I have
yet to see the popup appear in
the App Store on my iPhone
5c, so it’s hard to say whether
this popup is something Apple
is pushing to everyone or if
Apple is merely testing it.

P

The popup, first noticed
by @dirk_gently on Twitter,
includes a basic iPhone 6s ad
with links encouraging you
to learn more about or
upgrade to a new iPhone; a
Skip button in the upperright lets you bypass the
screen and go to the App
Store.
Although it’d be easy to
dismiss the ad as a hoax—
after all, it seems so...unApple—other iOS users have
confirmed the existence of
the popup, both on Twitter and
in 9to5Mac’s comments
section. A similar banner appears
in the “carousel” atop the App
Store’s Featured page: Tapping it
December , 2015

Have you seen the App
Store popup? If so, what
iPhone do you have? Let us
know in the comments.

@DIRK_GENTLY/TWITTER VIA
9TO5MAC



The ad as it appears in
the App Store.

opens Safari and takes you to the
iPhone section on Apple’s
website.
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El Capitn Update
from page 1

Apple also
has a support
page that details
the security
content of OS
X El Capitan
10.11.2 and
Security Update
2015-008.
Before
installing the
update, back up
your Mac’s
data. The
update is
available in the
App Store
under Updates.
You can also go
The installation screen for OS X El Capitan Credit: Martyn Williams
to the Apple
menu, select
About This Mac, and click the
Software Update button in the
Overview window.
Developers, take note: Apple
also released Xcode 7.2, which
includes Swift 2.1.1 and SDKs
for the OS updates that Apple
released on Tuesday.
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Cream of the crop:
Here are Apple's best apps of 2015
For the first time, Apple picked the best Apple Watch and Apple TV apps, too.
Caitlin McGarry | @Caitlin_McGarry
Staff Writer, Macworld
he end-ofthe-year
best-of
lists are
trickling
out, ranking everything
from books and movies to
tweets and trends. But
2015 wouldn’t be
complete without Apple’s
picks for the year’s best
apps, and for the first time
the company also selected
the top Apple Watch and
Apple TV apps.

T

The iOS app of the
year is Periscope, Twitter’s
live-streaming app. It
wasn’t the first of its kind
(sorry, Meerkat), but it is
Apple’s favorite. The year’s
second-best app is powerful photoediting tool Enlight. The company
picked Lara Croft GO as its iOS
game of the year, a pick we also love,
and Fallout Shelter as the runner-up.
Apple selected automation tool
Workflow as its most innovative iOS
app of the year, and Dark Echo as
the most innovative game.
On Apple Watch, Dark Sky is
the best watchOS app of 2015, while
Rules! claims the top game spot. On
December , 2015

OS X, Affinity Photo is Apple’s pick
for best Mac app, and Pillars of
Eternity is the best game.
Pop open iTunes to check out
the full list of Apple’s top picks for
2015.

Apple’s TV picks
Just one month after shipping,
the fourth-gen Apple TV has more
than 2,000 apps in its new tvOS App

Store. Not surprisingly, streaming
video and gaming are dominating
the platform. Apple picked HBO
Now and Rayman Adventures as the
best TV apps of the year (we’re also
big fans of both).
Eddy Cue, Apple’s senior vice
president of software and services,
told BuzzFeed that Apple didn’t
design the new Apple TV to compete
with traditional gaming consoles like
Continued on Page - 7
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Cream of the Crop
from page 6

the Xbox One and PlayStation 4, but
realized the set-top box could
capture casual gamers.

aren’t looking to buy an Xbox or
PlayStation. But that doesn’t mean
they don’t enjoy playing games. I
think Apple TV expands the gaming
market to those people.”
SponsoredPost Sponsored by
Minted

Apple is building a brand-new Apple
TV remote app for iOS that will
turn your iPhone into a Siri remote,
like the one that comes with the new
Apple TV. The timeline for that app
is the first half of 2016 (yeah, that’s
pretty vague), but at least we have
something to look forward to now

Apple picked the stunning Rayman Adventures as the No. 1 Apple TV game of the year
“What we’re seeing with the new
Apple TV is to me very similar to
what happened with gaming on the
iPhone,” Cue said in a Wednesday
interview on BuzzFeed. “When we
first announced the iPhone, we
didn’t tout it as a gaming device. But
games became a huge part of iPhone,
because it turns out that a lot more
people than just hardcore gamers
love games. We expanded the
market. I think the vast majority of
people around the world probably
December , 2015

Try Minted and Enjoy 20% off
Holiday Cards

that Apple’s live-streaming TV
service plans have reportedly been
put on the back burner.

Discover unique designs from
our community of independent
artists.
In a Tuesday tvOS update, Apple
turned on support for the fourth-gen
Apple TV in the iOS Remote app,
which makes the TV much easier to
control. Cue told BuzzFeed that
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Apple's new Smart Battery Case extends
your iPhone's life up to 25 hours
Apple is now selling an external add-on battery for the iPhone 6 and 6s that doubles the phone
thickness and boosts battery life by 80 percent
Peter Sayer
IDG News Service
ure, it’s just
an iPhone
battery
case, but
what marks
this one out from the
many others is the
manufacturer: Apple.

S

The $99 iPhone 6s
Smart Battery Case is the
first sign that Apple is
ready to acknowledge
that its phones are too
thin to contain adequate
batteries. The case adds
80 percent to the battery
life—and about 100
percent to the
thickness—of an iPhone
6 or 6s.
Unlike most thirdparty battery add-ons,
the back of the case isn’t
flat, but has a bulge in
the middle housing the
battery.

Apple's smart battery case for the iPhone 6 and 6s doubles the phone's thickness,
but doesn't quite double its battery life. Credit: Apple

Apple claims the
iPhone 6s allows you to
surf the Internet on LTE for “up
to” 10 hours, a figure that could
reach up to 18 hours with the
December, 2015

external battery. The battery
could also boost talk time from
up to 14 hours to around 25,

Continued on Page - 9
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Smart Battery Case
from page 8

while video could play for up to
20 hours rather than 11.
The catch is in the words “up
to”—and Apple is by no means
unique in using them: Pretty
much every electronic device
manufacturer does the same.
If you spend your days in an
office with subdued designer
lighting in hyper-connected
Silicon Valley, where the nearest
cell tower is no more than a few
hundred meters away, you’re
going to get something close to
the maximum theoretical battery
life as your screen dims and the
phone whispers to the nearby
network.
For the rest of us, lighting is
harsher and cell towers more
distant, so our phones crank up
the brightness and shout to the
network, draining their batteries
all the faster. That “all-day”
battery can often be empty long
before it’s time to go home.
It used to be possible to keep
a spare phone battery for
situations like that, but one of
Apple’s innovations with the first
iPhone in 2007 was to make the
battery non-removable, a feature
it has replicated in every model
since, and which other
manufacturers have since
adopted too.

One justification given for
using non-removable batteries is
that without the need for a
removable protective cover and
clips to hold it in place, the
phone can be made thinner—or
the battery can be bigger for a
given thickness of phone.
Until now, Apple has chosen
the former course (as have other
manufacturers), making phones
ever thinner, frustrating many
who would like to be able to use
their phones for longer and who
would barely notice if their
phones were a millimetre
thicker.



They’ll certainly notice the
additional thickness of the
iPhone 6s Smart Battery Case,
which appears to add about 7
mm to the 7.1 mm iPhone 6s, to
judge by the photos Apple has
released. Had Apple chosen to
make the iPhone 6s that much
thicker to begin with, it may
well have been able to boost the
phone’s battery life by 400
percent, not 80 percent.
Maybe it just wants a slice of
the profit that the many other
manufacturers of external battery
cases are making—or maybe
Apple is testing customer
acceptance of a thicker, not
thinner, new phone.

Discover unique designs from
our community of independent
artists
December , 2015
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SMUG Membership Application
SMUG, the local Macintosh User Group provides Mac owners and users with a local
source of shared knowledge and experience through monthly meetings, training
seminars and its newsletter “The Dialog Box”.
Monthly meetings are held at the Fruitville Public Library, just east of the I-75 - Fruitville Rd. Exit
(see map on back cover)
Meeting times are 5:30PM to 7:30PM, unless specified. See website sarasotamug.com/meetings for meeting dates.
Individual and family membership is $30.00 per year payable to SMUG

Name: __________________________________________ Email Address: ___________________________
Address: _________________________________________________________________________________
City: ________________________ State: ______________ Zip: __________ Phone #: (____)___________
Mac Model: _____________________________ Date Joined: _______________Check #: _______________

MacKeeper hacked: 13 million account
details exposed
After leaving sensitive data open on the Internet, Kromtech says the vulnerability has been fixed.
n Sunday, white-hat hacker
Chris Vickery announced
on Reddit that he was able
to access “13 million sensitive
account details” on MacKeeper.
MacKeeper is owned by Kromtech,
who brought it from the original
developer Zeobit.

O

According to Vickery (who goes
by the screen name FoundTheStuff )
on Reddit, “The data was/is publicly
available. No exploits or
December , 2015

vulnerabilities involved. [Zeobit and
Kromtech] published it to the open
web with no attempt at protection.”
Vickery found the vulnerability by
doing a random “port:27017” search
on Shodan.io.
Since his initial post on Reddit,
Vickery has been in contact with the
MacKeeper developers. Kromtech
told Vickery that they have secured
their databases. A post on the
MacKeeper website states that the

company “will continue to take every
possible step to protect the data of
our customers from the evolving
cyber threats that companies both
large and small face on a daily basis.”
The statement also said that since
MacKeeper uses a third-party
merchant, customer credit card and
payment information was “never at
risk.”

Continued on Page - 11
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SMUG Info Line

MacKeeper Hacked
from page 10

President
Michael Ellis . . . . . . . . . . . . (941) 713-0361

MacKeeper can be a difficult app
to uninstall, and how to remove
MacKeeper is one of the most
popular questions received by
Macworld.

E-mail . . . . . . mike@sarasotamug.com
Vice President
David Schatz . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
E-mail . . . . . .david@sarasotamug.com
Treasurer
Steven E. Baker . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 359-8687
E-mail . . . . . . . steve@sarasotamug.com

Editor, Webmaster & Industry Liaison
Ben Fernandez . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 320-7735
E-mail . . . . . . . . ben@sarasotamug.com

Members Support
Ben Fernandez . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 320-7735
E-mail . . . . support@sarasotamug.com

Please call at reasonable hours and ask
it this is a convenient time for them.
We appreciate your cooperation.

Visit Our SMUG WEBSITE at

MacKeeper is a Mac
maintenance utility that has been
scrutinized for its aggressive pop-up
advertising on the web and the shady
behavior by the company to promote
the product. Users doubt the actual
usefulness of the software and
thousands were involved in a classaction lawsuit.



This isn’t the first time
MacKeeper has been in the news for
a security issue. In May, a hole in the
software could let attackers execute
malicious commands on Macs when
their owners visit specially crafted
Web pages. That vulnerability was
fixed with a software update.

www.sarasotamug.com
December , 2015
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Sarasota/Manatee
Macintosh Users Group
P.O. Box 941
Venice, FL 34284-0941

Meetings:**
CURRENT: Wednesday, Dec. 16, 2015
NEXT: Wednesday, Jan 20, 2016

**Always, check our website for
any last minute changes.

www.sarasotamug.com

